
Day One Pinball, Incorporated - ScoreGasm 

  

Huntley, IL – April 1st, 2015 – Day One Pinball, Incorporated, introduced today the new ScoreGasm Master Pin 

Game.  They will be showcasing and selling said game at the Midwest Gaming Classic in Brookfield, Wisconsin on 

April 11th and 12th.  

  

ScoreGasm Master is the first offering from Day One Pinball., Inc., harkening back to the very roots of pinball.  While 

over 75 years have passed since Pin Games have been manufactured, Day One Pinball's inaugural product is not simply 

a Pin Game of yesteryear, but a modernization of the genre. 

  

Players strive to get as many points as possible, using skill to load one of the 10 balls into the highest value spots in the 

playfield.  With automatic, solenoid powered, progressive scoring you can earn even more points by loading the 

progressive scoring holes on the playfield.  Once the progressive scoring holes are loaded, make the ScoreGasm Master 

shot to activate the solenoids and really get the points adding up!  Players get rewarded with points as well as one of 

over 45 custom sounds.  One can earn even more points by loading the double points ball into any of the points holes in 

the playfield. 

  

Each ScoreGasm Master comes equipped with over 45 custom call outs, 6 original custom music tracks, all digitally 

stored and then amplified using a class-D 15 watt amp power supply for excellent sound quality.  Coupled with an 8” 

subwoofer and two 2” tweeters in a custom back box topper, this cabinet really packs a punch!  All sounds and music 

are completely customizable by the end user; each machine comes with the software needed to update the system for 

your own custom experience if desired. 

  

This is not your grandfather’s Pin Game artwork!  Custom, original art by famed pinball artist John Youssi makes this 

Pin Game a beautiful addition to any game room.  The artwork is modernized, but with a very generous tip of the hat to 

the original Pin Games of long ago.  

  

Each game is hand crafted in the USA. 

  

Games will be available for play and purchase at the Midwest Gaming Classic, April 14th and 15th as well as Pinball at 

the Zoo, April 24th and 25th. 

  

Pricing and Availability:  
ScoreGasm Master: $1,995 (MSRP)  

 


